
BUSINESS PLAN FRONT PAGE WITH CONTENTS OF A BUSINESS

The executive summary will summarize the contents of the business plan. There is no need for the cover to do so, as
well. It is also unadvisable to create a.

Center this title on the cover page and make sure that it is in bold. Finally, merging data from Excel
spreadsheets into your Word document is harder than it looks. More information Find out more about business
and company registrations. So, if using software is the right fit for you, you can spend more time starting your
business and less time planning. It should be updated regularly throughout the life of your business, because
your business will change over time. When presenting your formal plan, you should place it inside a binder
and attach a cover page denoting what the document is. Times New Roman or Arial are good business fonts to
use. Main business address - Enter your main business address. Your title - The titles of the business owner s
listed above. You can also find business plan examples specific to your industry by searching our sample
business plan library. Then, under the title of your business plan, write and center the name of your business.
If you have any ideas on how we can improve, we'd love to hear them. This information should be the smallest
on the page, perhaps a point font. This document is what you will show potential investors and financial
institutions if you need to borrow capital. Name and overview of the plan- Is it a business plan, a marketing
plan or an Emergency Management and Recovery Plan? Enter multiple names if there are multiple owners.
Business plans are most often used to attract potential investors, but some companies also use these plans to
communicate their culture to employees or to provide compelling reasons for a merger. If you are a business
and have registered for an ABN enter it here. Was this helpful? If you already have a website that is up and
running, you can include the web address after the physical address. Directly below the contact information,
write and center the month and year in which you completed the business plan. Skip two lines. This may also
be important when making note of a date for revision Revision history table - Detail the changes made to your
plan: version number, changes made, person responsible and date updated. There is still going to be a lot of
work involvedâ€”for instance, not only do you have to complete the financial spreadsheets, but you have to do
all the math yourself. A good business plan template can help you get your thoughts organized. This document
is issued exclusively for informational purposes, and may not be reproduced without the consent of [your
company name].


